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Tricky Cervix humorously yet honestly tackles the anger, sadness and jealousy when a
diagnosis of infertility causes one to take the sex out of baby making. This labor of love story is a
step towards normalizing infertility, pregnancy loss, miscarriage and menopause. Through real
life medical details, descriptions and a sassy alter ego, Trick Cervix, navigates the trials of trying
to conceive while weaving a hope filled tapestry toward parenthood.



Tricky CervixWritten by Mary ManningThis book is not medical advice. This is a true story of
one woman trying to conceive, a crappy path of infertility and menopause, and her quest to
normalize it all.CHAPTER ONEACT IWhen you purchase ovulation kits and pregnancy tests in
bulk, there is a problem. The normal, healthy, couple takes up to one year to conceive; that is
twelve attempts. Twelve. That sounds so easy. Hindsight.It is Halloween, 2010. Children dress
up and parents take pictures. I wonder what will be our child’s first costume. Most likely a
vegetable, peas are popular, or maybe baby Yoda, or baby-old person. Facebook and social
media are packed with pictures of friends’ children dressed up and looking adorable. No one
ever publically posts that they are infertile and crushed when they see a child. April fool’s day
though, may be the worst social media holiday for the infertile; (besides Mother’s Day) why
would anyone think being pregnant is a joke? My feed was inundated with photos of positive
pregnancy tests or sonogram images taunting me, only to be a: we got you! Hilarious.I am sick
of waiting. I am sick of trying to conceive. How much longer do we have to try? Why does my
body suck? Why is Tim, my husband, so calm? When will he quit smoking? Why can un-
wanting, unhealthy, jobless, UFO sighting, paper-bag Boone’s Farm ZIMA drinking people get
pregnant?!When will I be kind, and non-judgmental?RewindIn July of 2006 Tim and I begin
talking about a family. We had always agreed we wanted kids, but now, we were ready to stop
trying to not try to have kids. We gave up the condoms and I stopped my last pack of birth
control pills.It was a monumental experience. We were on the same page; welcoming the idea
of a child into our lives. We knew that we would never be financially ready, so why give
ourselves that deadline? The goal was to work on our debt, buy a home, move up in our careers
and have a family. It was a simple checklist. I had siblings with children, but Tim is the eldest in
his family. We were the first married of our immediate friends, so no one else was even
considering kids at this time, like us.My gynecologist had given me a plan to count days. I would
count from the first day of my last period, fourteen days, then within that time frame and when
my cervical mucus lining was like egg whites and stretchy, that was magic time. (This insinuates
that one should physically check said egg-white stretchiness. Let’s pause a moment; this
instruction was given to me as if it was routine that one examines her cervical mucus. This was a
surprise to me; I did not realize this was part of the female hygienic regimen.) She also
suggested not having intercourse every day during the egg white time, but every other day. I
counted, I checked and we romped. I got my period and attributed it to just having gotten off of
the pill and my body probably needed some time to re-adjust. I was certain it would happen in
no time, three of my four sisters had children and my fourth sister was now trying. In the months
to follow Tim would have an accident at work that would temporarily confine him to a wheelchair.
I became his caretaker for those months and needless to say, doing the deed was not on my
radar.Once he was on the mend, we started trying again. I counted days, examined cervical
mucus. Apparently stretching your cervical mucus between your fingers is not solely per a
routine, but the initial method of determining ovulation. I saw another doctor and she gave me a
temperature chart. I then start to take my basal body temperature every morning, in bed—



before my feet even touch the floor as directed. I mark it on a paper chart, we have sex
accordingly. After several unsuccessful months I move the data onto an Excel spreadsheet, as if
our method of data mining will promote fertility. Next we begin with ovulation kits, readily
available in grocery stores. One kit in particular was like a kids’ chemistry set; you dip a litmus
paper type strip into your pee and examine the color on the strip and compare it to the color on
the bottle to determine when you have sex. It was a very involved method, and since we enjoyed
traveling, it was not the most conducive to a discreet conception.We keep trying, and my sister
who had started trying when we did, had her first baby. At his baptism I couldn’t stay for the
whole ceremony. I was overcome with jealousy that I still had not gotten pregnant, and she did.
Some of my family understood, but some did not. After all, no one really knew we were trying,
and Tim had just suffered that terrible accident…Jealousy is when you truly meet yourself. My
salutation was tears. I wanted a baby. A simple thing…I mean, isn’t that why I have had my
period all these years; so one day I could have a baby?Jealousy is described as suffering; you
suffer when you lack something. Are we doing it wrong?Two years later, we purchase our first
home, in 2008; we got to watch the Phillies win the World Series in our Craigslist furnished family
room. It was our dream home and my mom (and pretty much everyone else) told me that once
we settled into a home we would get pregnant in no time. This is when I learn that apparently all
you need to do is relax and you will conceive. I decided to make another appointment and talk to
my doctor about why I was still not pregnant. Everything about me on paper looked normal, they
did a FSH test, and that too, was considered normal. This FSH test, follicle stimulating hormone
test, is done on the third day of your period. It is a simple blood draw. But, this was a preliminary
test; they were looking for numbers in what was a normal range. Spoiler alert, normal for one
woman is not normal for another.She said given that life was so hectic for me, to give it another
year and see what happens. I spoke about how I seem to get so angry during my menstrual
cycles and how crazy my skin breaks out with acne, but it seemed there was nothing safe to be
done about either when trying to get pregnant. After all, to calm skin down and ease period
discomfort one usually goes on birth control pills…yeah… I didn’t press the issue with her, but
accepted her diagnosis and went about doing the same crap we had been doing. What is the
definition of insanity again?I purchase ovulation kits in bulk and plead with Tim to do it every
day. I make sex into a chore. It is a task on my check list and though I become open to trying
new things, it really is only so I can get pregnant. I take every fun, every passion, every ounce of
pleasure out of it and my sole purpose is to get that double line on a urine saturated stick. Feet
in the air, ass on a pillow holding my body completely still, willing his sperm to seek, find, and
burrow into my egg. I am sexy. I research what foods promote fertility, we eat them-- what
positions promote conception, we do them… Sex becomes not sexy.After what feels like my
millionth period, I get another not pregnant. What the hell? Even, scratch off tickets say, sorry,
try again.I started going to the gynecologist in college, once the whole sex thing started.
According to my mom, you don’t have sex until you are married. So, being a good Catholic girl, I
had sex with my college boyfriend and simply did not tell her. I used the college health center to



get an appointment.I remember being examined by my gynecologist, and she never alluded to
me being different. I think every woman’s fear is that our privates are wrong. Look wrong, are
set up wrong or have some bizarre condition that we simply are not aware of. Frankly, I have
never seen my own vagina nor seen any other woman’s. Well…there was that girl in Arts High
School who showed me her clitoris ring, but I was so shocked that she accessed herself so
quickly in the girls bathroom near the sink that I did not really look at what she looked like, so I
had no reference if mine looked different. And what partner in their right mind while in the act of
intimacy is going to tell you that your vagina is a bit different from the other women?So I went
about my life thinking my vulva, vagina and all other inside parts were perfect. My experienced
husband would eventually tell me if my parts were wrong. Right?Do gynecologists compare
aesthetic notes on patient vaginas? Am I on the hairy, smelly list?In March of 2010 I get on
Tim’s case that he should have his sperm tested. We are now at four years of unprotected sex.
He came home with his analysis. Low motility. I cried. Later that night our friends gave birth to
their first son. We had approached the time of friends getting married and starting their families;
they had caught up with us, and now we were married 5 years, we were behind.Low motility
sounds kind of cute, though…aw, your swimmers need swimmies…In May of 2010 I had another
gynecology appointment with a different doctor. I had to change insurances during the time
previous, so I was making the rounds for my annual appointments. I told the doctor that I had
been trying to start a family and wanted to know if I should begin the testing that would tell us
more about what was wrong. I told him about Tim’s test but that I wanted to know if there was
anything else. He told me clean living was the key and gave me a referral to a fertility
clinic. Clean living was no alcohol, no drugs, healthy diet, exercise and managing stress
appropriately. (Remember all those fat, high school girls smoking and drinking under the
bridge? How the hell did they get pregnant?) I made the appointment as soon as possible
which was the end of July 2010. The night before the appointment Tim and I argued. He felt that
making the appointment for us was a sign of giving up, that I had grown impatient and was ready
to try the first procedure they recommended. I was so angry, but admitted to him, that my real
reason for making the appointment was that I wanted the fertility doctors to scare him straight.
He was the problem, he needed to quit smoking, we both needed to stop drinking alcohol and
Tim had to lose weight. He understood and together we went to the fertility clinic fully expecting
that we did not meet the criteria of an infertile couple.Prior to our first fertility clinic appointment
we had paperwork. There was female paperwork and male paperwork. We entered that we had
been having unprotected sex for four years, but actively trying for two—it was hard to say. We
filled it out honestly. Apparently, four years of unprotected sex without a pregnancy is a long
time. We met with the doctor first. He asked us the same questions as on the paperwork, but as
if he did not have the answers in front of him. Which I found frustrating, it prolonged the process
—I wanted an answer in that office, I wanted a fix in that office. With all the information, he
determined we would begin testing. He predicted we had unexplained infertility and that IUI or
intra-uterine insemination would be our route. I cried, right then and there. When my suffering



dam is at capacity, only public crying releases it. I knew that we knew nothing, and now we were
going to find out. We then were assigned to a case nurse and she made us a list of what we
were to do next and a folder containing information on IUI; it was our homework. I had no idea
our sex life would now require research, studying and documentation let alone all the testing; I
would become a fertility student. I would later come to know that unexplained infertility was
fancy doctor speak for: We do not fucking know.The third day of my upcoming period I would do
a FSH test again, a blood draw, followed by a transvaginal (ooo la la) ultrasound. Then on the
fifth day of that same period a HSG or dye test. In the meantime both Tim and I would have
routine blood work done. I was given a prescription for an antibiotic to take the night before the
dye test. The HSG or hysterosalpingogram is a test to determine if there are any blockages
within my tubes; a dye would be squirted up there while I was x-rayed and ta-da we would have
an answer. It is as weird and simple as it sounds.We left the office overwhelmed. Tim
suggested that since we were going to be arriving at work late anyway, that we go to a diner and
get some breakfast. It was perfect and I refrained from public crying. It was like a date for us.
That diner would forever be referred to as the Baby Doctor Diner.We went to work. Later that
night at home I went on the clinic’s website and read about all the procedures. My heart ached
and my vagina winced, I think it cried too. I read about IUI, then, I read about IVF and think, ugh,
I do not want to have to do that one, it sounds awful. I looked into our insurance, both online and
in the handbook we had been given after open enrollment and it seemed that most infertility
treatments, up to three attempts, were covered under our plan. This was a huge sigh of relief
and gratitude. But, still, we did not know anything yet.The financial burden of seeking fertility
treatments is overwhelming. However, there are many grants and foundations that can assist
those who qualify. I have no first-hand knowledge of how to apply for these grants or become a
recipient of any financial help towards treatments. What I do know is that the clinic we went to
had plenty of information to share on their website, and even had a staff member assigned to
that department. The great fortune of our insurance coverage never escaped
me.Vulnerable.August 9th, 2010To my baby,There was a time I did not want you. A time of fear
and shock. Simply afraid of what others would think and how in the world we would succeed. It
was a dark time and I did not see clearly.Now an ache. You are quite simply, an ache. A
longing. Every month we try to make you. So far, every month we fail and I cry. I have learned I
am the jealous type. I see you and me in every woman’s life. I see you in wombs and strollers.
On the street and in the news—I do not know you, but it is like you could be mine, and I ache.
You are in my family, on Facebook statuses, in books, magazines and everywhere I turn.I want
the morning sickness, the cramps, the cravings, the giggles, the hope, and the dreams for you,
the fat, and the swollen feet. I will loan you my body for as long as needed. I will take care of this
home for you until you leave. Then I will love you. All the time. You already are the smartest,
funniest, prettiest, loving, caring, special, wonderful, amazing, talented, peaceful being in the
world! You already can be anything you want.You are loved by a flawed mother. I recognize my
faults and may I never pass them to you. I want you so badly. I weep in your absence. I sob,



longing for you.The hope of you fills me with joy—and I am doing all that I can so that you may
join us. We have asked doctors for help and we are awaiting test results. I accept however you
come into our lives. I accept who you are and who you become, no matter what. I accept your
flaws and shortcomings. I accept that you will be a better person than I. I love you, though we
have yet to meet.Love,MomOn August 9th, 2010, I have my first FSH test and ultrasound with
the fertility clinic. They check hormone levels in the blood and actually count follicles on an
ultrasound. Follicles, meaning egg opportunities in your ovaries; you see your body forms
follicles, but only shoots out one (sometimes two) egg(s) to await the sperm.I had the test early
in the morning and the rest of the day off from work. I drove to the clinic, scared, but got there
safely. I wore a tampon, not realizing that a pad would have been the better choice. Rookie
mistake.I sat in the waiting room of the clinic expecting the best. I was a healthy young woman. I
did not smoke, do drugs, I exercised regularly—was training for a marathon, and I was in a loving
and monogamous relationship with my husband. I had had this blood test before, about a year
before and my results had been normal, so I was expecting the same. My husband on the other
hand, was a smoker and did little to no exercise and could stand to lose a few pounds. His tests
showed low motility. I claimed it was because his sperm all had smokers lungs, and it is pretty
hard to swim with a cough. With all of this knowledge I was confident while waiting alone in the
mauve room. This test was simply a formality in my head, for Tim, clearly was the problem.
Maybe these tests will scare him, he will quit smoking and we will get pregnant in no time! I
blamed Tim for our lack of children. I sat there awaiting tests, blaming my husband. Convinced
it could not possibly have anything to do with me.The nurse called me in and told me what I was
to do. She had a shaved head and I felt an immediate kindred spirit to her—I had an Ani
Difranco phase… I admitted that I was still wearing a tampon and she showed me where the
bathroom was so that I could remove it. The bathroom at the clinic is homey; there is a shelf
there with all your feminine needs. However, their choice of pad is strictly based on costs. This
is your momma’s pad. It is the old mattress type that on the commercials they dump blue dye on
to show its absorbency. I have often thought that should they change the dye to red, but some
may think that offensive. I find maxi pads that are comparable to diapers, offensive. I head back
into my exam room. I undress from the waist down and leave my socks on. I fold panties and
jeans and place them on the chair near my purse, my sneakers on the floor. I hop on the table
that has a giant rectangle pad on it with butcher paper underneath. I place the disposable gyno
exam napkin over my lap like a good patient and wait.There is a knock, followed by my shaved
head nurse and a doctor whom I have never met. He reminds me of a turtle, or if Jim Henson
had an angry turtle gynecologist character who was so tired of looking at vaginas and just
dreamed of being in show business.I am instructed to put my feet in the stirrups and lie back.
The lights are turned off and a cold condom-ed object is inserted. It is more awkward than
uncomfortable. I wish that the three of us knew each other better—like we could joke about
something to make the time spent together more pleasant.I look at the monitor and see black.
To me, there is nothing there, barren, empty with some sparse grey digitized movement. I am a



bit relieved that there is not a lost and now found tampon from years back still up there. “Well,
here is your problem!” I imagine my turtle doctor saying.“How old are you?” he asks. I am
snapped back into reality.“31.” I reply, almost forgetting my own age.He slips the wand from my
body and there is heaviness in the room. He is writing something down and tells me they will call
me that afternoon. The nurse does not look at me.I ask, “Well, did everything look normal?”“Eh,
not too many eggs. They will call you.”I am told to get dressed and to sit on one of the chairs in
the hall then they will draw my blood.I get dressed in my big huge diaper of a pad generously
given to me, certainly worth the co-pay, and my pulse and thoughts race. What did he mean, not
too many eggs? Am I out of eggs? Can they see that? I tear up, and stop myself from crying; I
reassure myself, and like a mantra I repeat; they are gathering information, we will know more
after today. It sinks in, and I am terrified that I could be the problem.I sit in the hallway, silently
begging that they take my blood already so I can hurry to the car and cry out dramatically, not
too many eggs!? I see my shaved head nurse with other patients and I swear she is looking at
me like I am the dirty, kennel cough puppy no one will adopt. Like she knows something grave,
and will tell me all about it this afternoon.My blood is quickly drawn and as promised I head to
my car and cry. It is a ridiculous cry because it is based solely on my anxiety. I straighten myself
out and head home. Tim is still there, he has not left for work yet. I walk in upset and tell him
what happened. He begins to discount what happened, telling me that some lab tech told me
that, and what does he know? I then explained that it was an actual doctor who gave the
exam.He hugged me and said, “Not too many eggs compared to what?”I spend much of the day
crying, wondering what it all means. I talk to my mom and she tells me to stay positive and that
she is praying for me.I decide to eat and watch trash TV to get my mind off the unknown, when
the phone rings. It is my doctor, who is luckily not the turtle doctor. He tells me my test result
and ultrasound was not encouraging. I need to do more blood tests. My prolactin level was very
high, my FSH was elevated and my follicle count was quite low. I cried right there, on my kitchen
steps, into the phone even though I had no idea what that all meant. Honestly, not encouraging
was all I heard.“Hang in there, kid.” He said, and then he hung up.A few minutes later my case
nurse called, she talked me through the next steps. Explaining that I needed to do another
blood test, this time fasting and no nipple stimulation.What? Nipple stimulation?She is very
clear about the nipple stimulation part…I didn’t recall any previous nipple stimulation prior to the
blood test, but okay, no nipple stimulation. Got it. I asked her about the egg count and she
admitted that they saw only four follicles. A normal woman has ten to twelve. She kindly said
what I was thinking; that she was sorry that this was happening and that it is frustrating to feel
you take one step forward and three steps back. We hang up, and I would get Labcorp orders in
the mail soon to retest my prolactin level with no nipple stimulation later that week. She also
instructs me to not have the dye test this cycle, but repeat the prolactin test and then on my next
period, on day three we will repeat the FSH test and do the dye test that month. I take a lot of
notes during this phone call. So, essentially another month needs to go by. It felt like someone
had moved the finish line right before I was about to get there.I cried. The wailing, sobbing,



Nancy Kerrigan WHY ME cry.I called Tim and all I said was, “They called, and there is a
problem, and it is me.”“I will be home soon; I will leave here as soon as I can.”There are no words
to describe this type of crying. It is a sadness of unbelievable strength, yet, when it was out, I felt
better. I could move on. Then, something would trigger another round of sobbing—for example,
a commercial for auto insurance.I called my mom, I wrote in my journal, I cried and Tim hugged
me whenever I needed it. Our dog cuddled and licked my face, and I am pretty sure I had ice
cream.I Google prolactin. Now that, is hilarious…more on that later…I get my blood drawn to
repeat the prolactin test and once again, my levels are elevated along with an antithyroglobulin.
Huh?We wait some more. Since I am to repeat my FSH tests again on my next menstrual cycle I
decide to change my mind set.I realize that I have a physical manifestation of how stress kills. I
have spent my years worried. Worrying about work, money, love, family and everything else in
between. My body is literally saying—stop, you need a break, you are all messed up despite
what you perceive! Slow down. Calm down!I have the luxury of taking a week off from work;
(because I can never take off during the semesters, I work most weekends with no
compensation and I have built a bank of unused leave) I book a massage and plan to do only
happy things. I tell almost everyone that I am like a rubber band ready to snap and need some
time off. The truth is I am a rubber band that has been stretched too far and I am actually unable
to snap, I am dry and withered—I will break and no one will know, my break will impact no one. I
am the old, dry, cracked remnant of a rubber band in the junk drawer, milling about with ketchup,
soy sauce packets and a bent paper clip. I visit family, I share my story with my four sisters and I
seek counseling among my friends. I let Tim love me, and I get a library card. I do things for
myself, things that seem silly, but necessary.Day one of my next period I call the fertility clinic to
schedule my FSH tests and HSG. I make the appointments while at work holding my paper
calendar in my hand hoping I can schedule them around my shows without coworkers noticing
that something is up. I schedule like a pro. I drive to my appointment with a sense of lightness. I
already don a maxi pad and I know exactly what I am in for. I also think, well, I know I only had
four follicles last time—so what, bring it!This time my blood is drawn first. The nurse and I talk
about movies. She wants to see Despicable Me.I am called into the exam room by Unsexy
Nurse Barbie. She is quite happy and leads me to the familiar setting. I feel comfortable and
feel like nothing could go wrong—I have already experienced rock bottom, right?She returns
with a doctor I have not met, we introduce ourselves and the lights go dark and I take my
position. He slips it in and begins to count out loud, “One, two, three, four, five, six. Six on that
side.” “And, one, two, three on the other.”Nine! Nine follicles total! I am elated, smiling ear to ear
—I can tell that the medical professionals are not happy but—nine! I had nine!I return home
filled with joy and tell Tim my news! They will call me that afternoon with results, but damn it, I
increased my follicle count more than fifty percent!I have the HSG a few days later. It takes
place in their radiology department. It is much more clinical and cold there, also I discover that I
am terrible at putting on hospital gowns. There are many snaps, ties and it seems there are too
many arm holes. I stand there awkwardly for a few minutes trying to assess if they gave me



incorrect garments. They give me two gowns and I am to wear them like a backwards robe, and
the other like a normal robe. Easy, except I have the gowns that have not been snapped, but
have been tied and washed too many times and the knots are impossible to get undone. I make
my costume work and thankfully, I figure out the sock booties with no problems. I am instructed
to lie on an x-ray table, but in the gyno position. My doctor, a nurse and I wait for the x-ray
technician to arrive. The doctor is in the ready position with a bulb syringe of dye to insert up my
vagina, while the nurse will move the dentist-like x-ray device over my uterus and the x-ray tech
(along with the rest of us) stare at the monitor to interpret the results. It is uncomfortable. It is
weird and frankly, ancient—I ponder how far we have come as a society and yet, here we are
about to shoot radioactive dye up my vag and watch it in real time flush my tubes.We watch on
the TV screen monitor the dye move up what looks like tree branches. Turns out, the uterus
does not always look like what you learn in school—the triangle shape. Nope. My doctor starts
telling me about all the weird shapes the uterus can be. Who knew? Apparently I passed this
test.Once the test is finished I had cramping and was leaking an iodine-looking substance for a
few hours. I went to work, but I was cramped up for most of the day.I get a call that my prolactin
was still very high, follicle count was better—still not what they want to see, my FSH is still
elevated and I have a very high antithyroglobulin. I am referred to an endocrinologist and I must
make an appointment soon, the fertility team cannot continue.They also got Tim’s results. His
motility was low; they now recommend in-vitro fertilization as our best course of action.
However, I needed to see the endocrinologist before we can move forward. In vitro fertilization is
when fertilization of an egg takes place outside the body. In our case they were recommending
IVF ICSI with assisted hatching. In vitro fertilization intracytoplasmic sperm injection. The
process is what I like to think of as the bad-ass-hard core-fertilize-damn- it approach.This is the
process of IVF ICSI: after self injected medications manipulating my hormones to make as many
follicles as I can (often call stimulation or stims), and daily monitoring of these follicles trans-
vaginally at the fertility clinic, then at a specific time, I would get my final injected medication, a
trigger shot, telling my body to ovulate. Thirty-five hours later I would be sedated and my doctor
would, vaginally, insert a needle into my ovaries sucking out the fluid and follicles I had made.
Once out, they would check to see which ones were viable. Then, in the lab my pretty, little
follicles would have their outer shell removed (the assisted hatching part) and they would hand
select the very best sperm Tim had offered. They would cut the tail off the sperm, and with a
hollow needle—with the sperm head inside— stab it in to my follicle. They would do this as
many times as there are viable follicles. Depending on fertilization, between 3 and 5 days after
the follicle retrieval, one or two embryos are then transferred vaginally into me, via a hmmm… I
don’t know what it looks like; let’s say a turkey baster syringe. And hopefully, the embryo finds a
cozy, sticky place to settle in for 38 or so weeks. Why cut the tail off the sperm? (And when will
you explain the nipple stimulation part?) Well, the tail’s purpose in life is for movement, and in
this case it would only cause destruction—so chop it off! The other form of IVF is that once the
follicles are retrieved, they and the sperm hang out together in a dish the lab techs turn off the



lights, put on some music and leave the room…The why.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderfully emotive, honest, and informative. Mary provides a wonderfully
emotive, honest, and informative account of the challenges faced while traversing life with
infertility.From the preface: “It humorously and honestly tackles the anger, sadness, and
jealousy when a diagnosis of infertility causes you to take the sex out of baby making.””

Eileen M, “A must read about infertility. Well written raw truth of the emotions and roller coaster
ride of infertility that people are afraid to talk about.”

Karen C., “Helpful & Humorous!. This book is a must read for any woman who is undergoing IVF
treatment. Mary explores all the aspects of a couple trying to get pregnant with humor and
humanness. She is not afraid to talk about the weird or scary stuff that come with fertility
treatment, and you will laugh & cry along with her throughout her journey. I read this book while
undergoing my last round of IVF & wished I could have read it during my first! Most IVF books
focus on the clinical stuff - this one explores the emotional stuff and does it in a way to make you
feel like you are not alone and that it’s okay to be angry, sad, jealous, and most importantly that
you can laugh. I cannot recommend this book enough.”

Anissa Hartline, “Unflinching and Entertaining. This book is a wonderful resource for anyone
undergoing IVF, but it would honestly be useful for all of us to read. In this entertaining but
heartbreakingly honest book, Mary shares the struggles with infertility and miscarriage that so
many of our mothers, sisters, and friends have borne in silence. Read this excellent memoir to
know you're not alone or to better understand the burden that many of your loved ones are
carrying.”

Pat Manning, “Open and honest. Thank you for sharing your story and feelings. My
granddaughters are fun loving, energetic, inquisitive and intelligent individuals. So proud of you
for sharing this and opening up to help others”

The book by Phil Genova has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.

ACT I Rewind Are we doing it wrong ? Vulnerable . The why . Endocrinology . Betrayed by my
body . Jealousy , negative , hate and tears . Roller Girl . Patience . Running with God .
Acceptance . Finish . First attempt . Forgiveness . Comments and opinions . ACT II Wonder .
Blessings . Typical . Coming out . Passing the baton . “ The baby … ” Who will you be ? Whoa .
Who needs sleep ? So , what happens now ? ACT III Babies are hard . Really ? D and C . No
one but Juliet sleeps that night . The dog is excited a new person is downstairs on the couch , I
cry almost through the night , Tim comforts me and wakes up almost every half hour worried that
we will oversleep somehow . We need to be at the hospital at 6am , our alarms are set for 4 :



30am . I take a shower and cry . While in bed last night I told Tim , “ It’s not fair . ” “ No , it’s not . ”
We get to the hospital on time , tired and nervous . Everyone treats me with kindness . The
whole process starts quickly . I am given two gowns and I smile to myself ; there are two in their
bags , and wouldn’t you know it , one of them is missing a tie … I make it all happen and the
nurse comes in for the questions and IV prep , and makes notice that I have not removed my
jewelry . I had taken off my wedding ring , but totally forgot the five piercing in my ears … I take
them out while she asks me routine questions . It is in my chart , and I noticed right away too ,
that I am currently waiting in the same exact room I had prior to my IVF egg retrieval . Tim is
allowed to wait with me in the pre - op room . We are told that as soon as she arrives , we will
begin . My doctor is stuck in traffic we overhear the nurses say . I was not allowed to eat or drink
anything past midnight , so I am nervous , hungry and thirstier than I can ever remember
experiencing . The team that will be with me introduces themselves and we continue to wait .
Finish smiling . It’s not ready yet , it’s not in the car . Encore .
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